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Eco printmakers work in slow rhythm with the seasons, using materials they grow, find, share, 
or responsibly forage, discovering in them wide artistic applications. They juggle many variables, 
balancing their control of the process with the chance dye-magic of natural colors that surprise 
with varied shades and tones. These are challenges to relish. The originality, immediacy, and 
directness of eco printing complements creative and frugal re-use of secondhand, natural 
materials such as linen, cotton, silk, wool, and other materials as substrates.

The artists intend that each element, including concept, material, and process, contributes 
meaning to the whole work. A print may seem finished as soon as the bundle is opened, or 
it may become the first stage in an art journey that continues with traditional techniques to 
make art for display or to wear such as wall art, sculpture, artist books, garments, or textiles 
for the home.

From a wider perspective, eco printing links contemporary fiber art, not only to respect for 
natural environments, but also to the recovery of lost dye- and plant-knowledge, and to an 
appreciation for handwork carried out from the heart and without hurry.

Gleaning Techniques

Making art with non-toxic and environmentally friendly materials “in” and “of ” the Earth 
is the objective of the seven international fiber artists featured here. They have adopted eco 
printing as a technique for direct or contact mark making on textiles or paper, employing a 
variety of approaches. Using kitchen-friendly extraction processes and readily available materials, 
the artists utilize natural dyes from plants, lichens, fungi, soils, mineral-rich rocks, and rusted 
metals to obtain a print. Their work is a contemporary application of traditional dye knowledge  
gleaned from natural dye practitioners such as Dominique Cardon, Karen Diadick Casselman, 
Jenny Dean, India Flint, Lois Jarvis, J.N.Liles, and Kimberly Baxter Packwood, among others. 
The artists use various terms besides “eco printing” (e.g., “eco dyeing”, “natural printmaking”, 
“organic printmaking”) to refer to their individual methods of obtaining nature’s marks.

The Mark Making Process

The mark making processes begin in nature. Arlee Barr forages along railroad tracks and down 
Canadian river ravines for leaves, berries, fungi, and lichens to mark fabric that she later richly 
embroiders; Yvonne Dalton shins up Australian acacia and eucalyptus trees to swaddle their 

UNEARTHING 
Eco Dyes 

BY WENDY FELDBERG

“My printed and stitched textiles 
and papers, like scrolls, become 
botanical records uncovering nature’s 
mysteries—making art, like science, 
in order to reveal the invisible.”
         — artist and author, Wendy Feldberg

HERE:  Yvonne Dalton, Untitled (eucalyptus stained drapes); 2009–2012; torn cotton sheeting stained by eucalyptus species; E. cladocalyx; E. 
cneorifolia; E. diversifolia; E. leucoxylon; various lengths approx 260 x 45 cm.  RIGHT:  Fabienne Dorsman Rey, Vulnerability Cloth; 2013; 
organza silk, pongee 05 silk and wool gauze, hand dyed tussah silk threads, eco dyed and eco prints (leaves of eucalyptus, maple, and goldenrod, 
onion skins, logwood, madder), iron, and copper scraps; hand-stitched and intuitive embroidery; 25 x 34 in.
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the species of tree, the length of time the fabric is left in situ, and the type 
of material used, all influence the stains produced. No chemicals are added 
to influence the results. I use the fabric in my sculptural work, to stitch wall 
pieces, build vessels, and sew clothing.”

Fabienne Dorsman Rey, Den Dolder, The Netherlands

“Combining my acupuncture background and my work in textiles, I 
explore the way we mend ourselves and heal, using eco dyed stitched cloth 
as an analogy. I make soft garments for protection. I gather plants from my 
garden and, with scraps of metals, I imprint the cloth. Adding a layer, by 
hand-stitching, mirrors how we piece ourselves together into a beautiful 
cloth of experiences and emotions. The stitched marks are reminiscent of 
long walks through inner emotional landscapes, revealing beauty, hope, 
and finally peace.”

Irit Dulman, Tel Aviv, Israel

“To print the garments I make in cotton and felted wool, I need balance 
between investigation and chance, freedom and control; a deep and 
sympathetic bond with the chosen tree or plant; a kinship with the earth 
where it grew in a particular season or sunlight. My garments give their 
wearer a new skin, printed with symbolic, tattoo-like images that clarify their 
bond with the body, making connections between primitive and modern. I 
give the materials non-verbal experiences, allowing the fabric as art object to 
speak a language of my making. I let the thing live and happen.”

Elena Ulyanova, Kherson, Ukraine

“Seeking independence from non-renewable materials, I searched for 
more organic ways to make art. Wax batik and rust were the turning 
points that moved me to explore the dyeing and printing potential of 
everything that comes from the earth. This is my way of “finding a bridge 
to nature” (F. Hundertwasser). I translate my experience into an art form, 
thus opening myself to a world without mistakes, where anything is 
possible. I enjoy communicating my findings; this is how I can pass on 
inspiration and help others on their path.”

dye-rich bark in old cotton sheeting with art in its future; Fabienne Dorsman 
Rey, in the Netherlands, grooms organic garden dye plants and textile 
fragments for printed and stitched collages; Irit Dulman gathers native Israeli 
soils and eucalyptus leaves, bundling them together in cotton and felted wool 
garments, sometimes mordanting them in the sea; Elena Ulyanova explores 
fields and shores near the Black Sea in search of bounty to investigate for 
natural printing potential; Patricia Vivod hefts old chunks of American farm 
machinery to wrap, rust, and ingeniously pattern lustrous silk panels; I study 
boreal landscapes for native plants to print in scrolls and artist books.

To obtain a print, the artists wrap or layer dye materials closely with textiles or 
paper, perhaps steam their bundles over water, simmer them in a dye-pot, or just 
leave them for a time to work things out with nature.

Complex Outcomes

The complexity of results obtained from the simple processes is astonishing. 
Many factors cooperate to produce captivating layers of forms and nuanced 
colors that change with each printing. The outcomes vary with the age and part 
of the dye plant, water properties, growing conditions, fiber structure (cellulose 
or protein), processing temperatures, and duration. If used, chemicals or dye 
assistants are also known to produce, modify, or fix dye colors safely (e.g. alum, 
soya milk, a copper pot or iron pieces, etc.).

By sharing their mindful journeys, the artists hope to return with gratitude 
what they have received from teachers, mentors, and companions on the 
same road. 

Featured Artists

Arlee Barr, Calgary, Alberta, Canada
“I create with natural forces in mind—you can’t escape the attrition marks 
in these surface design techniques.  In perceptions of a mark, a day’s change 
brings new potential to images on the cloth. Stitch augments the designs, 
a method I call “Finding the Image.” Natural dye marks and eco prints are 
innate graffiti to be interpreted on the cloth. Even an eco print that doesn’t 
work is subtext for telling a story. I use the Japanese principle of  ‘Shizen’ 
when naturally occurring patterns and rhythms form part of the design: 
being of nature, but distinct from it because of my translation.”

Yvonne Dalton, Kenyeton, South Australia

“A very important consideration and obligation for me is to minimize my 
impact on the environment, as concerns of landscape are central to my art 
practice. I use mostly discarded cotton sheeting and clothing to wrap the local 
eucalypt and acacia trees. Over winter, the frequency and quantity of rainfall, 

HERE:  Patricia Vivod, Pond Ripples (gallery view, Jacoby Arts Center); 2010; shibori 
rust printed silk dupioni, black tea leaves, vinegar, fermented sumac juice, elderberries, 
string. Direct object printed using adapted arashi shibori technique on rusted pipe; 
175 x 55 in.  RIGHT:  Fabienne Dorsman Rey, The Elves Garden; 2011; pongee 05 
silk shawl, eco printed with logwood, eucalyptus, and iron scraps;18 x 72 in.
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TOP:  Irit Dulman,  
Wild Thing; 2012; 
cotton, eucalyptus bark.

ABOVE:  Elena Ulyanova, 
Untitled-1; 2013; silk, 
leaves, sea water, contact 
dyeing (eco printing);  
27 x 35 cm.

RIGHT:  Wendy 
Feldberg, Sumac; 2012; 
Rhus typhina and Prunus 
virginiana eco print on 
watercolor paper;  
10 x 14 in.
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Patricia Vivod, Troy, Illinois, United States

“I fell in love with rust as a graduate student in printmaking over a decade ago 
after burying three yards of silk under walnuts and berries for a month, later 
overprinting the fabric with old farm tools. Organic printing with rust, tea, 
and other tannins inspired spontaneity and began to inform my ideas about 
process as well as my farming heritage. Now working larger, and treating the 
fabric as a vast landscape, I have adapted shibori to wrapping rusted pipes, 
tucking leaves and sometimes elderberries into folds, creating rich color, 
contrast, resists, and prints that develop from the inside out.”

Wendy Feldberg, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

“Eco printing and dyeing with plants from my garden and environs keep me 
close to nature in every season. I print seed heads also intended for sowing 
next season; blossoms to make summer color and perfume reappear in 
new forms in a winter dye-pot; fallen leaves so as to bring out unexpected 
pigments. My printed and stitched textiles and papers, like scrolls, become 
botanical records uncovering nature’s mysteries—making art, like science, in 
order to reveal the invisible.”

Wendy Feldberg prints, dyes, stitches, gardens, and forages in Ottawa, 
Ontario. She writes about eco printing and textile art at  
www.wendyfe.wordpress.com, www.wendyfeldberg.ca. 

RIGHT:  Arlee Barr, 
Mother’s Heart; 
2013; “failed” rose 
leaf and iron eco 
print, natural dyes 
and rust on cotton, 
hand embroidery, 
dimensional appliqué,  
12 x 12 in.

BELOW:  Shibori in 
the process of rusting 
on a pipe in Patricia 
Vivod’s outdoor 
studio with other 
rusting tools in the 
background. 

To learn more about eco dyeing processes visit 
Fiber Art Now’s online eco-dyeing resource center, 
at www.fiberartnow.net.
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UPCOMING WORKSHOPS

October 6 – 12, 2013
Altered Structures with Rachel Meginnes

November 3 – 9, 2013
Maximalist Embroidery with Rebecca Ringquist

March 9 – May 2, 2014 (eight weeks)
Personal Cartography with Robin Johnston

March 23 – 29, 2014
The Art of the Cocktail Hat with Leigh Magar
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